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ACROSS
3. Name of the chemical company that was

responsible for the "not so lovely" adverse
effects in Love Canal.

7. St. John's school colors, ______ and white
8. Famous bay in Japan noted for methyl

mercury toxicity.
9. Last name of the physician credited with

being the Father of Forensic Toxicology
11. A nuclear reactor in this town exploded in

the former Soviet Union in 1986, releasing
large amounts of radioactive materials.

13. Snow White could have used a toxicologist
because her ______ was poisoned.

15. Day of the week that TOX 1101 meets
16. Author of "The Jungle," this gentleman did

a lot to increase awareness of food safety
(last name)

18. Of, relating to, or denoting the application
of scientific methods and techniques to the
investigation of crime.

DOWN
1. Official name of the BP oil rig that exploded

in 2010 and spilled oil in the Gulf of Mexico.

Deep Water ___________
2. Queen of France in the 1500's who used the

poor and sick to test her poisons (last name)
4. Last name of the woman who was credited

with saving the US from the thalidomide
disaster by delaying the FDA registration of
the drug.

5. Father of Toxicology who said "The dose
makes the poison"

6. The author of Silent Spring who protested the
indiscriminate use of pesticides, particularly
DDT, in the US (first and last name, no
spaces)

10. What we've had a lot of since January
12. This town in India suffered many deaths

and injuries due to release of 40 tons of
MIC (methyl isothionate) in 1984.

14. Famous philosopher whose death was
caused by the poisonous plant Hemlock

17. British physician in the 1700s who made a
connection between exposure to coal tar
derivatives and scrotal cancer (last name)


